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Chair Vitale, Vice Chair Kick, Ranking Member Denson, and Members of the House Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, my name is Thomas Nappier, retired, thank you for the opportunity to speak to you
today as an opponent to Ohio Substitute House Bill 6.
I have strong concerns about the direction Ohio legislation is taking the state and I will outline them below.
1. Few legislators seem concerned about climate change and its causes or effects on the people of Ohio.
HB 6 seems more about how we can provide electricity from nuclear power plants and protect the jobs
those plants have created instead of how to provide clean carbon free energy to Ohio citizens and
potential customers that demand 100% renewable energy.
2. HB6 has an admirable title, Clean Air Program, but dismisses all of the renewable energy sources
Ohioans want such as solar and wind and makes them impossible to be incorporated into our energy
requirements. There are no provisions to return the wind setback requirements to where they were so
that the wind industry can grow like in our neighboring states, bringing more jobs than Davis Besse and
Perry have, even including the local non-electric jobs near the power plants. You talk about jobs, jobs,
jobs… but when push comes to shove, you do nothing to create these jobs that are readily available in
the wind industry. Similarly HB6 effectively shuts down small solar installations because of the 50
MWh minimum requirement (the 5-50 MWh limit on wind also closes the door for it).
3. Perhaps the easiest way to get clean air is being eliminated by doing away with the energy efficiency
program—that also eliminates thousands of jobs too. And the payback of $2.65 for every dollar spent is
lost too. What are legislators going to do to replace those jobs that will be lost?
4. Deregulation of the electric industry was supposed to make a level playing field, instead HB6 will pay
for inefficient old electric plants that can no longer compete. What are you going to say to the now
unemployed workers of all the now closed coal fired power plants when you did not come to their aid?
5. Finally I would like to emphasize that the Catholic Conference of Ohio agrees that clean air is a good
goal, but also that alternative energy like wind and solar will benefit the environment, reduce costs and
create jobs. The Ohio Catholic Bishops are thus encouraging the Ohio General Assembly to pursue
reasonable and effective initiatives for energy efficiency and to develop alternate renewable and cleanenergy resources by doing things such as addressing Ohio’s overly restrictive WIND SETBACK
STANDARDS. See the next page for the information from the Catholic Conference of Ohio.
I appreciate your time and consideration today, I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

